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IBM Trusteer mobile solutions:
Assessing mobile risk, building digital identity trust
Enhance your mobile growth with real-time assessment of access and risks
Highlights
• Seamlessly help organizations understand, detect and
predict the risk of fraud and assess real-time mobile risks
to provide a frictionless customer journey
• Leverage a global digital trust platform including threat
intelligence to correlate omnichannel device and account
risk factors and to help differentiate good from bad actors
during new account creation from a mobile device, using
IBM® Trusteer® Pinpoint™ solutions
• Distinguish and help protect trusted users and devices from
suspicious ones by:
° Generating strong, persistent mobile device IDs
° Detecting risks with a robust set of threat-detection
capabilities
° Applying machine learning analytics to mobile users’
behavior
° Receiving actionable insights

Digital transformation in business is well underway.
New market entrants and traditional companies alike
are deploying digital services that enable consumers to
conduct business from their choice of device, including
new account creation or convenient use of a service as
an unknown or unregistered guest.

growth, enterprises need better ways to more accurately
identify cybercriminal activity. Doing so calls for adoption
of a multilayered approach—one that gives visibility into
user activity and mobile devices from as many angles as
possible and goes beyond publicly available information
and traditional sources to examine the user’s digital
footprint.

With mobile devices the order of the day and mobile
applications proliferating, and a common business
aspiration to make engagement easy, digital identity
fraud lurks as an ongoing threat. To support mobile

85%

Polled respondents who are investing to improve
digital authentication or device identification.1
1

“2018 Digital Identity Trust Survey,” iSMG and IBM, 2018.
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Assessing risk proactively
In the more mature web channel, enterprises have achieved a
balance between security, usability and performance. However,
in the mobile channel organizations often place greater
emphasis on providing a user experience unhampered by
complex or intrusive security measures. Add to that a business
focus that may prioritize attracting and retaining customers,
and you have a recipe for vulnerability to malicious behavior
and risk that may compromise a mobile user’s information and
account.
It’s time to harness technology, the cloud and threat
intelligence for a frictionless mobile customer journey that
does not forsake security. That means taking an approach
that enables proactive assessment of real-time mobile device
risks, helping protect against the many attack vectors and
other dangers targeting mobile users—including real-time
overlay attacks, emulators, SMS stealers, rooting or jailbreaking,
remote access tools (RATs), insecure Wi-Fi networks, active
pharming and certificate pinning.

It also means using server-side capabilities for correlated,
aggregated awareness of device and account risk indicators—
such as phishing attacks, malware infections, compromised
credentials and advanced evasion methods—across channels.
And it calls for using cloud-based capabilities to differentiate
legitimate from suspicious behavior—good actors versus bad—
early in the digital account creation process, or when a new
mobile device is introduced.
These building blocks, meaningful as standalone capabilities,
can be a powerful force when combined, helping organizations
confront the vulnerabilities of their customers’ mobile
device use by proactively detecting risk, providing realtime recommendations and allowing organizations to take
immediate, omnichannel action.

Watch a video about why First Data Corporation uses IBM Trusteer mobile solutions.
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Ongoing, omnichannel view: Assessing risk and reducing friction
IBM Trusteer mobile solutions help make security invisible for
users by transparently helping to protect against unauthorized
access to an organization’s mobile applications in real time.
As part of the IBM Trusteer digital trust platform, these
solutions offer an ongoing global view that helps detect device
and session risk, streamline the customer journey and offer
actionable insights.
IBM Trusteer Mobile SDK applies real-time device risk
detection and behavioral analytics, including on swipe, touch
and speed of movement, to assess mobile risk. It applies
a very large and robust set of tools that help determine if a
mobile device is compromised by threats such as real-time
malware overlay attacks, emulators, SMS stealers and rooting/
jailbreaking. It can help detect risky sessions involving RATs
or insecure Wi-Fi networks, and offers active protection
from pharming and certificate pinning. It generates strong,
persistent mobile device IDs. It raises alerts on suspicious or
unauthorized activities so the organization’s security team can
propose mitigating action.

Assessing mobile device risk: IBM Trusteer mobile solutions
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IBM Trusteer Mobile SDK combines with IBM Trusteer Pinpoint
Detect to offer multi-factor omnichannel risk assessment
of existing users by understanding user activity through
any digital channel. The solution collects a wide range of
attributes and quietly performs multi-layered assessments
of network, device, environment and behavioral patterns. It
can provide recommendations designed to help organizations
protect against mobile threats even before users access an
application.
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IBM Trusteer Mobile SDK combines with IBM Trusteer Pinpoint
Assure to help identify fraudsters and establish digital trust
with customers by using cloud-based threat intelligence
and global visibility during account creation and guest-user
transactions. The solution offers insight into the entity trying
to open an account, helping organizations understand, detect
and predict the risk of fraud—and take preventive action.

Learn more about IBM Trusteer Digital Trust solutions.
Watch a video for details on using Trusteer Pinpoint Assure to analyze risk during new account creation.
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Put digital trust to work across mobile use cases
IBM Trusteer mobile solutions holistically combine advanced
technologies and cloud-based intelligence and threat
expertise to establish digital identity trust across a range of
mobile use cases.
Enrolled users with known devices
Your enrolled users expect you to trust them, but their
registered devices can be a point of vulnerability. Trusteer
creates a strong device ID that helps differentiate a known
device from others, correlated with its user. But that’s not
enough. To help determine whether the device has been
compromised or its ID counterfeited, as well as that the user
is the trusted user, Trusteer applies extensive risk protection
capabilities, behavioral analytics and contextual vectors, so
you can smoothly and confidently let your trusted user in.
Enrolled users with new devices
A critical trust point with your enrolled customer is the
registration of a new device. Customers expect your trust
and frictionless access, but a new device can usher in threat
through poor hygiene (such as via an emulator or RAT) or
questionable activity. Trusteer mobile solutions leverage a
global consortium database and threat intelligence platform

Expose mobile risk to allow account compromise mitigation

Enrolled-user access

New account and
account registration

with artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning to
help identify bad devices and malicious patterns, including
comparing the registration activity with the user’s typical
behavior, to help you register new devices transparently.

Guest-user access

with known fraudulent attempts, and scans for fraud indicators
such as recent mobile carrier changes and suspicious timing
to assess the user’s risk level. This helps you know when to
welcome in new business, and when to take action to protect
against fraud.

New digital account users or guest users
Establishing the legitimacy of first-time digital account users or
guests shouldn’t rely on guesswork. Trusteer mobile solutions
can help identify fraud early during digital account creation or
one-time guest engagement from a mobile device. Trusteer
correlates provided identity identifiers and transaction context
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Why IBM?
IBM Trusteer helps organizations seamlessly establish digital
identity trust across the omnichannel customer journey.
Through cloud-based threat intelligence, backed by AI and
patented machine learning, Trusteer provides a holistic
approach to identifying new and existing customers, without
negatively impacting user experience. Over 500 organizations
rely on Trusteer to help enable their customers’ digital journey
and support business growth. In doing so, Trusteer runs more
than 40 billion monthly application access instances and more
than one billion monthly user sessions.

For more information
To learn more about IBM Trusteer offerings, please contact
your IBM representative or IBM Business Partner, or visit:
• ibm.com/security/fraud-protection
• ibm.com/us-en/marketplace/trusteer-mobile-sdk
• ibm.com/us-en/marketplace/trusteer-pinpoint-detect
• ibm.com/us-en/marketplace/trusteer-pinpoint-assure
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About IBM Security solutions
IBM Security offers one of the most advanced and integrated portfolios of enterprise security products
and services. The portfolio, supported by world-renowned IBM X-Force® research and development,
provides security intelligence to help organizations holistically protect their people, infrastructures,
data and applications, offering solutions for identity and access management, database security,
application development, risk management, endpoint management, network security and more. These
solutions enable organizations to effectively manage risk and implement integrated security for mobile,
cloud, social media and other enterprise business architectures. IBM operates one of the world’s
broadest security research, development and delivery organizations, monitors more than one trillion
security events per month in more than 130 countries, and holds more than 3,000 security patents.
Additionally, IBM Global Financing provides numerous payment options to help you acquire the
technology you need to grow your business. We provide full lifecycle management of IT products and
services, from acquisition to disposition. For more information, visit: ibm.com/financing
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